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As a way settling debts, counteraction, which has the characteristics of 
swiftness, convenience and fairness and the utility of guaranty, is an ancient 
and important system in the civil law. Taken the world over, most of the civil 
law countries and the common law countries have forged their system of 
counteraction as well as their comparatively complete doctrines and laws. 
However, in China, not only the lack of definite stipulations as regards 
counteraction in both the substantive law and the procedural law has given rise 
to the difficulties of the application of law in empirical work, but also it has had 
impacts on the efficiency of litigation and substantive justice. Along with the 
progress of the market economy, reciprocity manifests itself in transactions and 
more and more cases concerned with the counteraction of debts are flooding 
into the court. Thus, it is critical to discuss in theory the approaches of settling 
those problems emerging in practice and improve both our theories and laws. 
Basing on the analysis of an empirical case, the questions of whether a creditor 
who sues when the limitation of action has expired could claim a set-off and 
whether such a claim shall be regarded as demur or a counterclaim are put 
forward. Also, through the study of the basic theories and legislations regarding 
counteraction in the two law systems and other relevant countries, this 
dissertation explores the concepts, types, functions and the preconditions of 
using counteraction and the counteraction used when the limitation of action 
has expired etc. On the basis of accepting that the debts which are suited to be 
counteracted should be allowed for counteraction as well as taking the theory of 
demur further, new views are covered in the dissertation for discussion of the 
law field. Considering our current litigation cultures and legislation, it is also 
proposed that a claim of counteraction shall be regarded as a counterclaim. The 













counteraction and benefits to the progress of our system.  
This dissertation is devoted to four parts: Chapter 1 Introducing briefly 
counteraction, including its concept, types, natures and functions; Chapter 2 
The preconditions of using counteraction; Chapter 3 Counteracting when the 
limitation of action has expired, introducing the views popular with the law 
field, proposing a new point of view; Chapter 4 The employment of 
counteraction in litigation, mainly discussing that a claim of counteraction 
should be regarded as a counterclaim.  
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1995 年 8 月，原告向村基金会贷款 10500 元，贷款期限为一年，原告
逾期未还，村基金会曾于 2000 年 2 月向原告催收未果。2001 年，村基金会
因政策原因而解散，原告的贷款亦未归还。2009 年 5 月，被告村委会经村
民会议讨论决定对征地补偿款进行分配，原告应分得 7316 元。但被告村委
会主张村基金会解散后的债权债务已转给村委会，因原告未偿还贷款，故
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